
 

Minions English Download In Hindi

Hi, My name is Tony and I really need to learn the language of "Minion" in Hindi. Can you please help me? Give me some information about how I can learn this language from online resources. That would be great! Thanks a lot in advance! :) 

I am so glad that you reached out to us today, Tony. Below is a list of a few great resources on how to learn the Minion Language: 

-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7WQV95Kj5s - This video identifies the differences between both English and Minion languages with examples from "Despicable Me". -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxlhkP4A0xI - This video is a pronunciation guide for the Minion language. -http://www.minionlanguage.com/minion-words - This website contains almost 3,0000 words that are unique to
the Minion Language, with pronunciation assistance and examples from "Despicable Me". The website also has a Facebook page dedicated to the Minions, where updates are posted regularly about new words being added to the dictionary . 

Here is a list of examples you can find on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=Z7WQV95Kj5s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxlhkP4A0xI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6FyL_AbI2w https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNpHk3tL1KE

Below are translations to the above sentences into English: 

(Minion) "This is the best gift ever!" - This is probably the most common phrase repeated in "Despicable Me": used in almost every scene in which Minions are featured. (Minion) "I will do everything in my power to destroy the world!" - This is spoken by the Minion who becomes ecstatic after he becomes a Super Villain. (Minion) "I want to paint the world black!" - This is something that also comes
up frequently in the movie series. It's used when someone tries to capture or kill Minions, and they are outraged at this idea. (Minion) "I love you." - This was uttered by both an adult Minion who says it to Gru, and also by a child Minion who says it to Minions he knew growing up. (Minion) "My new boss is better than yours. He has a laser!" - This is said by a Minion during the scene where the
Minions sing about their new boss. (Minion) "Fly, my pretties! Fly!" - This is also spoken by the Minion who becomes ecstatic after he becomes a Super Villain. His associates are birds, and he likes to command his minions to "fly" as a way to keep them busy. (Minion) "I'm going to be sick." - This shows up repeatedly in the movie as well. It's usually used when something despicable occurs that
causes a Minion to become upset or displeased.
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